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MBA ADMISSION 2022-24
Provisional list of Candidates selected for MBA Programme in the School of Management
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Name
Anjali Kumari
Prateek Mishra
Akhil Anand
Mohan Lal Meena
Vishagh V
Kumar Jyotivardhan
Nannepaga Vijaya Priyanjali
Nikhil Kumar
Aswathi P
Adithya Raghu
Harish Kumar K
Ira Garg
Krishnadas K
Shreya Krishna
Dsouza Denzil Prem Denis
Precilla
Vivek Saurabh
Apoorva Baibhava
Kuldeep Yadav
Sandeep Pai
Prakash Kalpesh Nakum
Niranjan N
Punganuru Sruthi Priya
Eashwary V
R Lakshmi
Pradeep K R
Kavya Anand Toolahalli
Naina Saxena
Vasudha Sunder
Krishna Kant
Shri Ram.G.S
Sowndharya P
Sakshi P Shetty
Abhishek Mohan Jha
Boddu Jeevan Kumar
Mansi Shreshtha
Harshith T N
Ganesh Shetagar

Reference
Number
MB2022SoM0016
MB2022SoM0075
MB2022SoM0070
MB2022SoM0074
MB2022SoM0026
MB2022SoM0129
MB2022SoM0025
MB2022SoM0106
MB2022SoM0077
MB2022SoM0100
MB2022SoM0047
MB2022SoM0055
MB2022SoM0082
MB2022SoM0036
MB2022SoM0085
MB2022SoM0095
MB2022SoM0144
MB2022SoM0068
MB2022SoM0043
MB2022SoM0143
MB2022SoM0062
MB2022SoM0027
MB2022SoM0003
MB2022SoM0124
MB2022SoM0033
MB2022SoM0128
MB2022SoM0049
MB2022SoM0046
MB2022SoM0060
MB2022SoM0108
MB2022SoM0113
MB2022SoM0041
MB2022SoM0019
MB2022SoM0132
MB2022SoM0107
MB2022SoM0137
MB2022SoM0089
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53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

Chittaluri Shasheeshwar
Hari Krishna N
Suryakant Raj
Podaralla Harshitha
Krishna G S
Raushan Raj
Ajfan Bicha Shameer Vengat
Akshath K G
Sanu Paul
Pudb Raghab
Nida Fatima
Divyalakshmi Pm
Anjali B
Khushabu Kumari
Arsha D A
A Pynthamizh Vasanthan
Darji Nishwal Natavarlal
Sandeep Indradeo Choudhary
Kolli Supriya
Sweta Kumari Ram
Naireet Bharat Das
Diksha Tanwar
Lotavath Ramakrishna Naik

MB2022SoM0063
MB2022SoM0138
MB2022SoM0104
MB2022SoM0022
MB2022SoM0057
MB2022SoM0004
MB2022SoM0109
MB2022SoM0127
MB2022SoM0012
MB2022SoM0146
MB2022SoM0084
MB2022SoM0098
MB2022SoM0048
MB2022SoM0069
MB2022SoM0091
MB2022SoM0042
MB2022SoM0093
MB2022SoM0007
MB2022SoM0050
MB2022SoM0123
MB2022SoM0040
MB2022SoM0141
MB2022SoM0017

Instructions to Selected Candidates for admission to MBA Programme in School
of Management.
1. Candidates provisionally selected for the MBA programme should take
admission during working days (Monday to Friday) between May 9th to
May 17th, 2022, otherwise they would be forfeiting their seat to candidates in
the Wait-list.
2. Candidates should be personally present for the admission. Under no condition
admission can take place through a representative or through proxy.
3. Candidates are being sent their call letters by email to get admitted to the
Course.
4. Candidates must login to the admission portal in the IRIS link
https://iris.nitk.ac.in/admission/admissions/login using MBA application
credential, fill in the required details and upload all the documents (scanned
copies of the original) as specified in SI.8, during May 9th to May 17th, 2022.
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5. The candidates are directed to pay the fee online in the IRIS portal itself,
(Payment link will be available on IRIS portal)
6. In case, the candidates having qualifying degree status as “Appearing”, have not
uploaded the course completion certificate duly signed by the head of the
institution, her/his allotted seat shall stand cancelled.
7. In case, the candidate’s qualifying degree details filled in during registration do
not match with the documents, it will be updated in the system.
8. The following documents are to be uploaded in IRIS and submitted in
original along with one set of photo copies.
1. Provisional Admission offer letter
2. Original Score card of CAT 2021/MAT-2021, 2022/GATE- 2021, 2022
3. Original Grade/Mark sheets of qualifying examination for all
semesters/years.
4. Original Degree / Provisional certificate, if degree is completed
5. Original Course completion certificate from the Head of the
University/Institute, if result is awaited
6. An Undertaking by those candidates whose result is awaited (Annexure
II)
7. Original Certificate of Date of Birth issued by competent
authority/Class X (High School) Board Certificate as proof of date of
birth
8. Photo ID proof as per Govt. of India norms (Copy of Aadhar Card is
compulsory)
9. Original Certificate of category (OBC-NCL/SC/ST), if applicable, as per
Government of India format, issued by the competent authority. In case
of OBC-NCL category, the certificate must be issued on or after April 1,
2022.
10. Form of declaration /Undertaking by OBC candidate, (for the
candidates admitted under OBC category) [Annexure- I]
11. Original Income and Assets Certificate for EWS candidates, if applicable,
as per Government of India, issued by the competent authority. The
certificate must have been issued on or after April 1, 2022.
12. Original Certificate for Persons with Disabilities (PWD), if applicable,
issued by the competent authority.
13. Medical fitness certificate in the format provided
14. Original Conduct Certificate from head of the institution last attended
15. Original Migration certificate of last institute/university attended.
16. Original Transfer certificate from the head of the institution last
attended
17. Passport size photograph
(If any certificate is in language other than Hindi or English or Kannada, translation of the same in
English is to be produced certified by the competent authority
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The candidates are directed to pay the fee for the first semester through online in the IRIS
portal itself.
Fee to be paid at the time of admission for MBA
Category
OC/OBC /EWS/SC/ST/PwD

Institute fee for
first semester
(Day Scholar)
Rs.81,140

Institute fee for first
semester
(Hosteller)
Rs.88,090

Hostellers are required to pay the applicable mess fee at the time of admission to the
Hostel. The mess fee is Rs.29,100/- (subject to revision) for first semester.
Important Note
(1) Candidates belonging to OBC –NCL or EWS category are required to submit the certificates in
the prescribed format available in the NITK website (i.e. www.nitk.ac.in) and issued on or after
April 1, 2022. The certificates issued earlier than the prescribed date are not acceptable and no
affidavit or undertaking in this regard will be acceptable during the admission at the Institute.
So, all such candidates must arrange to get their valid certificates before the admission date.
OBC-NCL candidates need to submit a declaration (Annexure I) along with the certificate. The
prescribed format for the declaration may be downloaded from the NITK website
(2)

Caste certificate (SC/ST/OBC-NCL) issued by Maharashtra State must be validated by Social
Welfare department (in case of SC and OBC-NCL category) and Tribal Welfare department (in
case of ST category) of Maharashtra Government. The SC/ST/OBC-NCL candidates of
Maharashtra State have to produce their caste validity certificate at the time of online admission
at the Institute. No affidavit or undertaking in this regard will be acceptable during the online
admission at the Institute.

(3) The candidates who belong to PWD category must submit the certificate issued from a competent
authority in the prescribed format available in the NITK website (i.e. www.nitk.ac.in).
(4) The candidates whose examination for Bachelor’s degree study has not been completed or who
are awaiting for their result, must submit a Course completion certificate duly signed by the Head
of their Institution in the prescribed format. The prescribed format is available in the NITK
website. A self -declaration in this regard is not acceptable. Such candidates are required to
submit their remaining marks cards and degree certificates on or before 30th September 2022.
They should also submit an undertaking in the prescribed format (Annexure III) available in the
NITK website along with the course completion certificate.
(5) The candidates who do not have or are not able to get the conduct certificate, transfer certificate
and migration certificate presently, may submit the same on or before 30th September 2022.
However, such candidates may write a request letter to Dean (Academic), stating the reason for
not submitting these certificates during admission and also that they would submit the same on or
before 30th September 2022. This letter should be uploaded on the IRIS portal. The letters sent by
email or any other means will not be accepted. However, all the other listed documents (as
applicable) are to be submitted without fail.

Sd/Dean (Academic)
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